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Real-Time Data

Monitor fleet and driver activity in real-time with automatic 

updates about locations, ignition statuses, HOS driver duty 

statuses, and more.

Activity History

Easily look back to see exactly where a vehicle was 

going or where it was parked at any moment in time.

Nearby Driver Search
Quickly find out which drivers are currently closest to a 

certain location by simply dropping a pin onto the map.

Scheduled Stops Status
Review a vehicle’s scheduled stops to see which jobs 

have been completed and which stops still need to be 

made along the route that day.

Stay Informed with Accurate Vehicle Lists
See vital details about every active vehicle in your fleet by simply glancing at your phone. 

Easily monitor where vehicles are, who is driving which vehicle, and if the ignition is on or off. 

All your data is automatically updated at intervals you can customize. 

See What the Driver Sees with Livestreaming Video Views

Use your phone to view livestreaming video of your vehicles, your drivers, and current road 

conditions no matter where you are. The app lets you remotely view your FleetCam® lives-

tream feeds and access historical HD event clips.

Monitor Current Fleet Activity with Map Views

Monarch® uses a map to display real-time locations of all your active fleet vehicles. Choose 

from dozens of different icon and color combinations to make unique displays that meet 

your needs. Tap on an individual vehicle icon to get more details without losing sight of the 

map. 

Access Deeper Activity Insights with Vehicle Detail Screens

Additional details about your vehicles, drivers, and routes are right at your fingertips. Tap on 

an individual vehicle to review its current address, driver, and engine status. You can also 

check HOS duty status updates, send direct messages, and see how many stops are left on 

that route. 

This app is made for fleet managers on the go. Stay in the loop 
with real-time updates, current vehicle locations, livestreaming 
video, delivery statuses, direct messaging, and more. 

Rule your fleet from a smartphone.

With Monarch® 
the big picture is in the
palm of your hand.


